
00:17:31 Donald Fortin, TTNIA: hello everyone. audio is fine. 

00:18:11 Donald Fortin, TTNIA: Donald Fortin, TTNIA 

00:18:46 Sarah Douglas: Hi Donald 

00:19:18 Michael Bell: Hey, Don! Its Mike Bell. Just observing tonight. 

00:24:39 cheye: Courtney Seever here. I know it uses my middle name as an id on here 

00:30:46 Mike Spadafore: Latoya, I don't know about others, but I can hear everything you 

say 5x and everything others reply to you 3 times.  Also a buzzing sound when nobody is talking.  Might 

be just me, but thought I'd put it out there. 

00:33:16 Elinor Cowell: I'm hearing the same thing as Mike S. 

00:36:24 Mike Spadafore: feedback 

00:36:49 cheye: having a hard time hearing the speaker at the moment 

00:40:20 Mike Spadafore: same 

00:40:21 Michael Bell: feedback. 

00:40:28 verlisa.cradle@washburn.edu: same 

00:41:12 Elinor Cowell: If this problem with the audio is not fixed, I will have to leave. It's just 

too confusing. 

00:41:34 cheye: it sounds like the microphone is too far from the speaker, the  audio feedback is 

only part of the problem 

00:42:49 cheye: better significantly  

00:46:20 cheye: Courtney Seever here- I would be interested in helping present 

00:46:29 Elinor Cowell: I think you need to go back to everyone being on Zoom. At least we 

could hear. 

00:51:21 verlisa.cradle@washburn.edu: Sarah I do not believe I received these documents? 

00:54:04 Sarah Douglas: These would have went out to the CAC members 

00:54:40 Sarah Douglas: To go back to Zoom Elinor you would need to bring that up to the chair 

that is up to the CAC.  

00:56:08 verlisa.cradle@washburn.edu: Okay so I am a VP which means we would not get 

them? 

00:56:26 Karen: City Communications staff has the equipment and techniques to do blended 

live/Zoom meetings.  We do that with Council Committee meetings with great success.  I know City 

Manager is on.  If that staff could be available to help live, or advise and train the CE staff...maybe that 

would help.   



00:58:31 cheye: as far as the documents go, check the contact informatino and having an 

updated list might be needed but I occasionally have issues getting emails too.  

00:58:31 Sarah Douglas: Verlisa- Lets talk off line about this. I will call you tomorrow, is there a 

good time?  

00:59:41 verlisa.cradle@washburn.edu: Sarah- Yes please tomorrow after 1pm would work. 

01:02:01 Mike Spadafore: please slow down when talking, we can't hear anything when 

the words all overlap.  Sorry. 

01:05:04 Sarah Douglas: Verlisa- I have sent you a zoom invite for 130pm tomorrow. Talk to you 

then. 


